SUCCESS STORY

Electronic Design Automation Firm
Client We Served
The market leader in global electronic design automation (EDA) technologies and engineering
services. Customers use their technology and services to design, verify, and prepare advanced
semiconductors and systems for manufacturing.

Problem We Solved
The client began an initiative in late 2008 to replace their legacy document management system
with Microsoft® Office SharePoint. GigaTrust was brought in by Microsoft because of their
expertise with Rights Management Services (RMS). The initial discussion focused on the HR
group and their need to secure documents. GigaTrust worked closely with the client to
identify all communications channels requiring content protection. As part of the discovery
phase, requirements discussions were held with the firm and documents and email messages
typically delivered to desktops and BlackBerry mobile devices were identified as requiring
sensitive and persistent protection to prevent exposure of Personally Identifiable Information
(PII). The discovery phase also identified the document distribution platforms used across the
organization as points of exposure for sensitive information and documents containing PII.
Eventually, the company’s goal is to deploy RMS, SharePoint and GigaTrust solutions across the
entire enterprise.

Products Implemented
GigaTrust proposed the combination of RMS security with SharePoint as the distribution platform in conjunction with the GigaTrust
Protector for SharePoint to secure Office documents and PDF files being shared throughout the organization. This solution ensures that
documents containing sensitive information are automatically protected with RMS when they are downloaded from a SharePoint site,
thus assuring confidentiality of personnel records. The Dynamic File Folders solution from GigaTrust is also included to quickly and easily
secure the large number of documents stored on network file shares. To address email and mobility requirements, GigaTrust recommended
the inclusion of their GigaTrust for BlackBerry solution. This solution allows employees to retrieve RMS-protected email and documents with
the same level of security and control that they experience with RMS on the desktop. The initial phase of the RMS and SharePoint deployment
includes the clients’ HR and Legal department members, which number in the hundreds.

Client Satisfaction Is the Proof
“Dealing with proprietary information and designs, our foremost concern is to ensure our communications and documents are secure.
After a lengthy evaluation process, we decided that GigaTrust is the partner we can trust to implement persistent content protection.”

About GigaTrust
GigaTrust is a leading provider of email security and content protection
software products and services with customers in both the public and
private sectors. GigaTrust is the only provider of the Intelligent Rights
ManagementTM solution, which combines innovative next-generation
content security technologies built on the foundation of Microsoft® Rights
Management Services. In February 2003, the firm formed a strategic
partnership with Microsoft and formally launched the first in the family of
proprietary Intelligent Rights Management products based on the Rights
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Management Services (RMS) security platform. GigaTrust is a Microsoft
Silver Certified Partner. GigaTrust’s family of products and services is easy
to use and easy to deploy for either the author or recipient of protected
content. GigaTrust’s products and services include security solutions for
email/attachments and document protection, automated external user
provisioning, web content, network file shares, content repositories,
discovery enablement, and mobile device support. For more information
about GigaTrust, visit www.gigatrust.com.
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